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In the NORTH, the
wisdom of the old ones
brings us to our knees as
life gives way to death
and renewal promises
possibility when we are
reduced to bone.
CONTENTS:
Click on the section heads
below to savor the full beauty
of this letter.
Deep in our HEARTS,
we let go even of the dreaming
and rest in the emptiness of
winter’s renewal.
EARTH calls us down into
our bodies to the light within.
ART guides us to the bare
bones of who we are and keeps
us open to what’s possible.
HEAR the owl call in the
still dark of night and listen
for the ancestors singing.

Cover photo is by Anne Lohr, who
contributed many beautiful images
for this issue. All the great photos are
a huge help - thanks to Anne, Jim, Drai,
Kristina, Cathie, Deb, Willow, Julia and
Madrone. A big shout out of thanks to
all our writers!
Submissions are welcome. Contact
hearthletter@wwrl.org for guidelines.

A Most Important Journey
by Suzanne Lichau
As winter solstice draws near, signifying the end of the inward
cycle and the beginning of the outward cycle, I invite you to
ponder the idea of what integration might mean for you.
Recently assisting in the death walk of a friend, it became
very clear to me how important it is to get our lessons,
ideas, and practices from the place of mind down in, to a
deeper integration in the heart.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge, with our drum circles, sweat
lodges, community gatherings and sharing can be of key
importance to this process. These activities are vehicles
continued on the last page
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Flagstaff Hoop: inspired by their Red Tent

I

HEART

walk in my power strong with the sisterhood of woman’s way.
We choose whether blood is a friend or an enemy.
Mystery of change – all life made whole through blood.
We give thanks that we can come together and celebrate our cycle.
To create & safeguard a sacred space in community; To appreciate and
worship with sisters, daughters & mothers, all things woman.
Joyful women sharing love.
We are connected by the ocean of our blood, our salt tears and our essence.
Wombs of the world be free. Free to just be.
May our “flow” be the river of life.
Life cycles from itself to itself to end and begin again.
The power of womyn.
The power of the circle.
The circle of womyn.
Womyn weave life, love & joy for all humankind.
I walk in my power strong with the sisterhood of woman’s way.

A poem from the Red Tent
North Gathering: new board
New members welcomed
Seeds of wisdom
		
Inspired in Enumclaw		
Hoop conference call set
Crones Counsel XVIII
Crone journey group forms
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North Gathering: fun, gratitude and changes
by Mariah Winddancer

M

uch gratitude and appreciation is extended to
Maraiah Lynn Nadeau for arranging our use of the
RoseWind Co-Housing Common House. We also wish to
thank Treeya Zukas, Maraiah Lynn Nadeau and Barbara
Hansen for hosting the Board members overnight.

The Annual Report was presented as a newscast. It was
informative and entertaining and enjoyed by all. Kristina
Turner reported the new website launching in a story
in which elves were working on creating the website.
Willow McKean interviewed Hoop members that were
in the “audience.” Cathie Stone presented the financial
report as an infomercial. Mary Shackelford was the
“guest” talking about our about-to-be-released, newly
revised Weaving the Hoop Handbook. Debbie Fank
reported on Programs in 2010. I got to be the anchorwoman reporting on Red Lodge Central, Hearth Letter
and bylaw revisions.
Our board transition ceremony began with a sweet
blessing by Ruth Raven Rogers. (Thank you, Ruth!)
We welcomed yours truly as chair, Susan Landau as
secretary, and at large members Aubrey Armes (also our new record keeper!) and Carrie Favro. As at
large members, Debbie Fank continues her service and Willow McKean shifts from her role of the past
two years as secretary. We said good-bye to board members Bonnie Lee Cleverdon, Christiann Howard, and
Anne Lohr. And we showered abundant gratitude and warm thanks on Marsha Cook (Hermetia Noblesse),
who is stepping down after so many years of service as our stalwart
and invaluable record keeper.
Parting gifts were made and donated by Red Lodge members who
presented them to the persons for whom they were made, also telling the story behind the gift. The new board gathered in a circle to
light candles signifying bringing light to the leadership of Red Lodge.

We appreciate our new members!
Thanks for joining Red Lodge.
A heartfelt welcome to our new Lodge Sister from Des
Moines and our new Support Circle member from Port
Townsend. We’re grateful and pleased that both women
attended the North Medicine Wheel Gathering. Thank you!
Come on in, folks. Your support matters.
Join us! Renew Now!
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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North Gathering: seeds of wisdom shared
by Kristina Turner
ed Lodge has a rich and colorful herstory of building consensus in woman’s way when issues arise
to be considered from the heart. We take time to
listen to each other, even if, and especially when we
differ. We seek to learn what serves the whole circle.

R

Throughout our five years as a nonprofit led by women,
many have strongly felt that our mission is to empower
women through sharing sacred practices and life skills.
And side-by-side in circle, many others have expressed
the desire for the woman’s way gifts we share to serve
and empower soul-centered men as well.
In the early years of building consensus, we agreed
on a vision, mission and purpose, 15 principles we
share and bylaws to guide us. None of these decisions were easy – and all were rewarding. By listening
with respect, compassion and curiosity for each person’s truth (yes, while struggling to feel, voice and
be willing to move beyond our reactions, fears and doubts), we have come into meaningful, trusting
relationship with each other.
For all these years, we have been in ongoing discussion about how this nonprofit can empower women in
a sacred way to step into leadership with a growing awareness of their gifts, while being inclusive of men
and families, and balancing feminine and masculine. We walk a spiral path, returning again and again to
what challenges and grows us.
At the fall Board retreat, a new question arose, based on a
seeming discrepancy between our principles of “inclusiveness and acceptance” and “balancing feminine and masculine” and our leadership structure in which only women are
eligible to serve on the board. Is it time to consider welcoming men who are members to serve on our Board?
As you might imagine, at that board meeting we had a
healthy diversity of viewpoints! Energy in the room was tangibly heated, and we made room in the
agenda for a lengthy discussion. Deep feelings were shared, and we paused for a time of silent reflection.
Then, we decided by consensus to bring the question to the North Gathering/Annual Meeting to gather wisdom from more Red Lodge members. We came not to make a decision, but to explore, listen, and learn.
What I love about meeting in circle is that all points of view are present. From a brief group exercise in
the beginning of the afternoon it was clear that our North Gathering circle of 18 women represented a
gamut of feelings – some felt the question was a distraction from our real work, some were disappointed
that we were even discussing this, some had powerful, unusual feelings arise in their bellies, some were
(MORE)
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scared they might not be able
to stay in their power alongside
men leading, some were excited
to imagine including men in our
leadership, the kind of men who
value what we value and honor
and respect women as side-bys
and spiritual leaders.
We met in pairs to open the
flow of heartfelt dialogue. Then,
meeting in small groups around
the circle (each woman moving
towards a direction in the circle that called her), we explored our visions of how Red Lodge might grow
and evolve to meet our hearts’ desires.
Ideas began to percolate about what we want to keep the same and how we might change. Then together,
we shared our wisdom seeds:

From the EAST:
•
•
•

In the long term, we may attract more men and they may want to participate in leadership
We need to be balanced in ourselves first – have activities to nurture the balance of masculine and
feminine, heal our dynamic, sacred masculine
Work in the present, empower women, promote our leadership skills

From the SOUTH:
•
•
•

•

Our members value woman’s space and companionship – continue to grow and build on this
Encourage more experiences like our women’s hoops, via website, word of mouth, and more
small meetings
Adding men to our board is a long,
gradual process — perhaps revisit in
ten years
Have a FUN Leadership Lodge - develop
women’s leadership skills, encourage
stepping up, one step at a time, offer
training

From the WEST:
•

•

Imagine RL being a place where men
are open to embracing, welcoming and
honoring women and our leadership
Huge desire for heart opening experience with men
(MORE)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red Lodge is in infancy — needs to be nurtured and protected
Create Conscious Men’s Workshops sponsored by Red Lodge
Check out the Conscious Men’s Manifesto on Facebook — Men willing to apologize, honor sacred
feminine, to shift our culture
Truth and Reconciliation — can Red Lodge play a role in this between the genders?
Red Lodge is a place for women to learn how to stand in their power — a place to BE my powerful
self and practice all my skills so I can be this in all other places
The BOX: rulers/his rules – the legacy/reality of patriarchy
Future: Walk TOWARDS the box — keep my power and be curious
Is there a new form trying to be born? Green Lodge!
Take baby steps — Who knows where this will go?

From the NORTH:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feelings of openness, trepidation, confusion, curiosity
There is a universal call to honor woman’s mysteries
We are learning to access our own inner wisdom
Invite/access/accept the masculine in our current female members
Honor energies that arise — this question is here for a reason
The discrepancy in our bylaws could act as an energetic block which calls in/attracts exactly that
which we don’t want and the things that we think could go wrong

BIG CIRCLE SHARING: We gathered to share these seeds in the big circle, and as often happens, listening to each other broadened our view of what’s possible. More ideas sprouted:
• Create Red Lodge activities to heal our own masculine wounds. Pour a sweat lodge towards healing the sacred masculine — empower us towards wholeness. Devote a hoop meeting to touching in with the sacred masculine. Explore androgyny as a concept that embraces wholeness in all
humans. Grow our resiliency in nature, by offering Red Lodge programs for women to go to the
mountain, solo vision quest, solo night in the woods.
• If we did have men on the board, would want strong women leaders
• Longing to share the joy of being in community alongside men who honor women as empowered
spiritual leaders
• Removing the bylaws’ inconsistency might create energetic consistency — walking our talk
• If a man arrived who wanted to serve on the board, honoring our purpose, vision and principles,
he would be the right kind of man, someone with whom we would want share leadership
• Maybe we’ll find/connect with a men’s group out there in the future — we might want one of us
to sit on their board, one of them on ours — do an exchange
If you have read all this, women and men alike, you are a Red Lodge trooper! Thank you for your interest.
The board welcomes your feedback as we integrate this wisdom in the New Year at our board retreat,
January 22-23. Please contact Mariah at chair@wwrl.org to share your feelings, thoughts and ideas.
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Reflecting and receiving with creative and tender fun

A

t the September meeting of the Enumclaw Hoop, we shared the first word that came to mind when we
faced a sister. Taking our sisters’ words home, each of us wrote a piece containing all the words given to
us. The idea was that we would write something for our October meeting containing those words. Oh my,
we became so creative! Here are some of our masterpieces! (Italicized words in some of the pieces indicate
specific words we worked with.)

by Wanda Burkett
Surprising it was, after rounding a bend on an unexplored path:
A magnificent maple tree in a large fallow field.
Lovely how she spread welcoming arms abundant in fall colors above the dormant earth…
Like a sanctuary awaiting discovery, this wondrous tree.
A happy accident?
Perhaps the inspiring wise women of the hoop, mother and crones,
led me there, unaware, to this place of mystery
The shimmering sunlight filtered through her splendor, as I sat beneath her,
Reluctant to leave,
immersed in rivers of joy.
		

WHY I’M SAD
by Lana Miller
When I am feeling lonely
I am also feeling sad.
That’s when I get emotional and
Just surrender to feeling bad.
I am seeking a companion who’s
true. A kind, loving friend will do.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

To value me though life.
Though I’ll be multilayered and deep,
And when I’m disappointed, I weep.
Sometimes I feel like I could scream
And run away cause I’m
Stuck in this dream.
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Pixie, the queen of the mattress
by Bonnie Lee Cleverdon

O

nce upon a time, there was a tall, mysterious girl who lived in a town much like this one and at the same time
very different from your view of this town because as you know we all see this town so very differently. Her
name was Solid because to the townsfolk she was able to help many through their difficulties. Her heart was
big and able to hold much sorrow. She loved being called Solid and worked extra hard to keep that title.
However, she, as all of us do, had many sides. Her shoeless nature just loved walking barefoot in the fields
and the forest. You’d see her shoeless as she danced or when she just wanted to feel the cool of the earth. She
didn’t like feeling confined like shoes and socks tend to make us feel.
No, she didn’t like feeling confined, and yet it seemed that her very nature was confining. Sadness would
overcome her as she tried very hard to be the solid one. She knew she could howl and cry up a storm which made
people uncomfortable, and they wouldn’t know what to do with her. So she had quite a war going on inside…be
this way, no, be this way. She became very confused, so confused that she asked for magical intervention.
In the cool of the night, she had a dream. Monsters ringed her mattress as it twirled suspended in space.
She held on tight because those monsters would get her if a leg or even her pinkie finger slipped over the
edge. The mattress twirled some more, and suddenly the tall, mysterious little girl turned into a pixie! And that
Pixie kicked the monsters off the edge and became the Queen of the Mattress.
Those monsters gathered together and became one. They pushed that mattress straight up, and Pixie, the
Queen of the Mattress, took flight. She left them all behind and glided through the air for quite some time. Initially the air swishing past her felt quite good and freeing. Then she grew tired and wondered what she could
do as she couldn’t glide all the rest of her life, and she couldn’t see a thing but the air.
Again, she asked for help and was told to look down, and there far, far away was the earth, and she started
flying towards it. Then she saw a tree and as she got closer, she saw that it was a huge tall chestnut tree. She
aimed for it, finding the perfect opening in which to land. And as she landed the tree closed in around her protecting her while she rested from her travels.
When she awoke from the dream, she became quite insightful. This dream showed her that for much of her
life she’d been clinging to the mattress afraid to venture forth. Pixie, the Queen of the Mattress, taught her to
walk with a bounce in her step finding fun and adventure all around her. And when the monsters come visiting
again, she has some good and powerful choices to draw upon. The End.

HOOP KALEIDOSCOPE
by Debbie Fank

I

magine my joy
Upon seeing fully ripe bok choi
I felt so wonderfully free
Knowing it was me
Who grew this food with love
Perhaps a little help from above
Sharing growing tips with my sister

Seeing fruits of her labor when I visited her
Planning a new destination
With a newly found relation
I look forward to adventure
The Himalayas will be a sure venture
That will stir my conscious
And allow me to see god and goddess

(MORE)
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authentic, beauty, loveliness, Goddess, light (twice) and journey
by Toni McCullough

T

his message was written the moment I walked in the house from our last marvelous Hoop gathering. These
concepts wanted to speak. The authentic within needed to be heard.

While driving home, it was clear as day, that as each of you looked into my eyes, what you were seeing was
your own true beauty. You saw the loveliness of the Self (with a capital S) that journeys to discover itSelf time
and time again. This Self knows itSelf as the Goddess. The Goddess knows itself as a Spiritual Being, having a
human experience, not a human being having a spiritual experience.
I was asked to write a story about myself. I just did. In my world, there is only One Self, One Infinite and eternal Force. This Force is the Source of all beauty and light. It was “THAT” which you saw in my eyes and “THAT”
which was looking back at you, eagerly waiting for You to recognize your own loveliness, light, beauty, and
authentic Goddess Self on a sacred journey of the Spiritual Heart.

wisdom

flowering

B

grandmother

strength

seeker

rock

compassion

by Willow McKean

eing as old as the hills, she felt she had the advantage of having seen pretty much all there was to see. As
a rock, which is a somewhat stationary object, she had always known that her greatest strengths were her
patience and willingness to wait for life and adventure to come to her.
Of course there were the times when events and circumstances came together, and Grandmother Rock would
be moved from one place to another. That’s when things got a little more exciting and interesting because she
was never quite sure of how she got moved or where she would stop and come to rest. Once she was totally
covered with dirt and another time she went flying through the air, landing on some soft dirt in the sunshine.
That’s where she has stayed for a very long time.
She is by the pond, and she likes it there. She especially likes the sunflowers that stand, oh so tall above her.
She has watched them as they have grown from a tiny seed, a couple of small green leaves, stalks getting bigger around and taller, until the time came and she noticed they were flowering and very heavy-headed as the
seasons changed and seeds started forming.
They were beautiful and provided much appreciated shade and were stunning to watch as they swayed with
the wind. Small birds were coming these days to snack on the seeds from the fully-grown blossom heads.
Oh, she wondered, what it must be like to fly. She wondered what it would be like to swim like the fish in the
pond and run like the dog that drank from it and seemed to be fearful of many things.
But the thing she wished for the most was to be able to talk to the people she came in contact with. She would
love to ask someone all the questions that had come up for her over the many years of being a rock and to
share with them the tales of what she had seen and heard over her lifetime.
Being as old as the hills Grandmother Rock knew she had great wisdom to pass on. Is anyone listening?
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Find your way to weaving the hoop that connects

A

re you a Red Lodge sister who longs in the coming year to grow truly meaningful, spiritual relationships
with a circle of women in your own community? Are you sensing it’s time to step out and share your gifts
as a woman’s way leader, yet hesitating to take that step?

Coming into its fourth year, Weaving the Hoop
That Connects is a Red Lodge service project that
can support you finding the inner confidence to
bring your longings to fulfillment!

Weaving the Hoop Handbook

Newly revised, the Weaving the Hoop Handbook:
A Woman’s Way Red Lodge Guide to starting
a women’s spiritual hoop is now a beautiful,
user-friendly ebook, free to Red Lodge members.
Step-by-step the authors, Mary G.L. Shackelford
and Kristina Turner, guide you in the process of
dreaming your hoop and creating a 9-month
journey for a spirited circle of women to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Share who we are
Explore woman’s way mentoring
Sing and drum together
Create personal healing ceremony
Deeply tend our lives
Grow new roots, to sustain us in community

Join several hoop facilitators on a conference
call to learn more about starting a hoop in your
community in 2011. Save the date! Monday,
January 10 at 6 PM (PST).
To receive the Weaving the Hoop Handbook
(available to Red Lodge members in the New
Year) and for the phone # for the conference
call, contact weavinghoops@wwrl.org

A Woman’s Way Red Lodge Guide
to starting a women’s spiritual hoop

by Mary G.L. Shackelford and Kristina Turner

Are you dreaming of a women’s hoop in your town?
Talk to others. Get inspired. Receive support.
Join our Weaving the Hoop conference call. January 10, 6 PM
Contact weavinghoops@wwrl.org
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Wisdom, wildness and laughter at Crones Counsel XVIII
by Julia BearHeart

W

hat do a Raging Granny, an Invisible Grandparent,
a jewelry artist, a drum maker and a Mayan Record
Keeper have in common? Well for one thing, all their
business cards wound up in my lap after I cleaned out my
pockets upon my return home from Crones Counsel XVIII.
I made important connections with each of these women
and with so many other interesting, life-loving Crones
during my five days at this year’s Counsel.
It will be impossible to tell you everything I’d like to about
this wonderful annual event for Crones, so you may want
to find out more about this organization on their website.
This year, beginning on September 22, we held court in the
historic, gracious Old Albuquerque Hotel in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. For the opening ceremony, 135 crones gathered in the dimly-lit Franciscan Room in a double circle.
Imagine four crones in the center, beating out the mother’s
heartbeat on a big pow-wow drum. The circle of women
softly claps in cadence with the drum’s heartbeat, pausing
as each of the directions is called in by a beautiful crone
draped in the colors of her direction.
Four strands of corresponding colored crepe paper
streamers were unfurled, tied to the drum in the center,
and stretched to each direction to form a traditional New
Mexican “Zia.” The Zia symbol represents the sun and is
the name of a tribe of the Pueblo nation. Our Zia set the
theme for this year’s Counsel: weaving.
At the opening ceremony, a weaving prayer was offered
in the language of the Tewa, the indigenous people of this
land. A weaving loom was set up in the corner of the room,
strung with 18 wefts and 18 warps – for the number of
Counsels held so far – and accompanied by baskets of fibers, ribbons, feathers and other weave-able objects. Women were invited to weave their prayers into the frame.
By the fifth day of the Counsel, the absolutely gorgeous 18” wide by 30” high weaving was complete. It was then
cut from the frame, tied off and awarded at the end of our gathering to the woman who had made the winning
bid for it in silent auction. The $175 high bid went toward financial aid for participants at the 2011 Counsel.
The most important event of Crones Counsel is the 2-hour storytelling time held over four days. Any crone may
get up on the stage in front of the entire assembly, microphone in hand, star-covered, black storytelling cape
(MORE)
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around her shoulders (and wearing
the red sequined magic slippers if
they fit) and speak for four minutes
about herself in any way she chooses. Or she may just ask for a standing ovation. This is a personal time,
not for business advertisement or
political comment. For some women this is a “total first” and changes
their lives profoundly. Empowering
themes develop from these short
stories and feed into the contents of
other events during the Counsel.
I can attest to this because my
story hatched a theme of pain and
healing that resonated with many
other women and provided an opening for deep conversations. You can imagine, after four days of storytelling, it was a hug-fest with tears of joy flowing everywhere. I came home in a much better emotional place,
equipped with many new tools for walking my path.
Another important event is Crone Circles. Women divide up into totem animal groups of eight or so and find a quiet
place to hold daily 1 ½ hour talking circles. These small groups help women to explore the thoughts and intentions
they have brought to the Counsel. Serendipitously, I was assigned to the Bear group and felt right at home!
On the second evening, we held the sumptuously-catered Great Banquet - Honoring of the Elders. This year 18
women from age 80 to 96 were gathered on the stage. One at a time, each was introduced by having a beautiful
rainbow colored shawl held over her head while her name, age and her own words of wisdom were shared by a
mistress of ceremonies. Each crone sat, smiled and drank in the love. This is such a sweet ceremony! I wonder if I
will one day sit on that stage and hear my words of wisdom read to the gathered women. What will I say? In my 60’s,
I am still considered to be a young crone. I still have time to work on this important statement, thank the Goddess!
A rich choice of workshops was offered throughout the Counsel. Just a few of the topics presented were:
Invisible Grandparenting: Healing Separation from Loved Ones; The Weaving of the Net of Stars (based on the
Mayan Calendar); Three Dimensional Weaving: Juggling; Weaving Patterns of Resilience in Traditional Dance;
and How Shall I Live Knowing I will Grow Old? I presented Meinrad Craighead’s documentary film, Praying with
Images, followed by a discussion. Perhaps we can share this film at a Red Lodge gathering!
Crones Counsel always ends with an evening of wild and crazy Crone Follies. I wish I could remember some of
the performers’ outrageous jokes, but I was laughing too hard and concentrating on controlling my bladder, so
I forgot to write anything down. This, my third Crones Counsel, was a rejuvenating five-day retreat filled with
wisdom and laughter. In early October 2011, Crones Counsel will be held in Portland, Oregon. I plan to get
involved in the presentation of this Counsel. Perhaps you will come? Contact me if you are interested.
See Julia’s fabric art, rattles and other work, and read more about
her on-going adventures at www.silkenwind.com
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13 Moons Journey Honoring Your Crone

H

ave you honored your crone journey? Are you ready to let go of believing that your self-worth as
a post-menopausal woman is anything less than magnificent, so you can step into who you really
are in 2012? Do you long to stand side-by-side, in your strength, with sister crones--each sharing what
she is uniquely here to share?
Kristina Turner and Susan Jamila Pitiger are co-creating a 13 Moons Journey on Vashon for women interested in becoming crones next year. Starting in early March 2011, for 11 moons the circle will meet
once a month on a Sunday afternoon for life-review, with intuitive and deepening creative processes to
express the essential learnings of each stage of life. On the 12th moon will be a sacred Croning Ceremony and on the 13th, a Community Bone Lodge/Wisdom Sharing.
You are invited to join this circle for women of all faiths. Become an alchemist and extract the gold
within your life story. This program will be offered through Crone Voices, Crone Visions and sponsored
by Woman’s Way Red Lodge. For registration information contact islandcronejourney@wwrl.org.
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Red Lodge drums for peace in DC
Departing board members
New board members 		
Imbolc sweat lodge set
Drumming for global unity
		

DC peace vigil: Buffalo Heart calls us out
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

M

15
16
18
19
20

arked with two strands of prayer ties and painted tipis standing proud
and tall in each direction, the sacred circle is alive with the energy
of good will and peace. People of all ages and colors stream through in the
daytime, and at night the sacred fire in the center draws us on to drum and
dance. Our Red Lodge drum, Buffalo Heart, is dancing too! She had nearly
jumped out of her skin when I sat with her to ask about the journey; she was
definite about her plans to join in Turtle Women Rising’s 4-day peace vigil
on the grass in front of the Washington Monument. And I am so proud and
grateful for the 12 women and 2 men from Red Lodge who come to join our
sister, Eli Painted Crow, in her vision to show up for a second time at our nation’s capital to drum for peace and honor all veterans. Together, we keep our
drum going from daybreak Friday until the very end. Together, we welcome
the men, women and children to the drums. Together, we are honored to join
Eli and Deb Guerrero, the 13 Grandmothers and the big mother drum, Kiya’s
Heartbeat, in sending out the call for peace. The drums’ steady earth-born
rhythm streams from our circle and rises up the huge arrow in the sky nearby
to send our message out into the universe. It is a blessing to be part of this!
15

Thank you for your board service, Red Lodge women!!
by Kelly Brehan
This year four beautiful women are stepping down from their positions in Red Lodge. We are grateful for your
unique contributions, devotion and help in making Red Lodge what she is today. Thank you for your service!

Christiann Howard

C

hristiann was drawn to Red Lodge because she saw that it was a very different
spirit-inspired and spirit-led community than she had ever experienced. She
sees WWRL as modeling the community (and the workings of that community)
of the evolved future of humankind. “I really believe that. This is a “networked”
model where everyone has a voice and all voices are equal, where consensus is
reached before changes are made, where there is room for the silence and openness that allows spirit in all its many forms (as totems, as directions, as nature)
to come into the space of the community and create miracles of inspiration. I
have truly seen miracles of government happen in WWRL meetings, where two
seemingly diametrically opposed opinions of how things needed to be done came
together and, in the space of woman’s way, an outcome emerged that fulfilled all
needs, a solution that I never could have imagined. And this new way of being in
community is built into the bylaws of Red Lodge. In this society it is a rare and much needed model.”
Christiann’s first leadership role in Red Lodge was with the Conflict Evolution Council. She joined the council
in 2007 and when the CEC needed a chair in 2009, she stepped up, because she believes in the value such
work provides. One of the great things she did through her service on CEC was to arrange for conflict evolution communication classes to be offered to the community. Through her research and by participating and
even teaching the classes, she learned a lot about Non-Violent Communication, Compassionate Listening,
The Work of Byron Katie, Paradox Management and Appreciative Inquiry.
Fellow board member Bonnie Lee is impressed by how Christiann uses her mind with her ability to sift through
minutiae and offer a plan for implementation. “We saw this over and over again, specifically with her input on the
bylaws and operating procedures and with her help in designing the new website. Her knowledge of databases
helped to determine the best route to go for our record keeper. Christiann cares deeply for Red Lodge.”
Kristina, who also served on the board with Christiann, says that not only was she delighted to team up with
Christiann on the website redesign project, she also discovered what skills and dedication Christiann brings to
Red Lodge! “She is able to think 3-dimensionally about website navigation and functionality, research and talk
to developers and hold a clear vision of the potential for our website to help Red Lodge to grow into a vibrant
network serving diverse communities. Christiann can summarize ideas to help us get to the essential next
steps. And what a hostess, making homemade muffins and waffles for the January board retreat at her house!”
(MORE)
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Anne Lohr

A

nne was attracted to leadership because she wanted to serve, learn the
inner workings of Red Lodge and give back to this circle that has enriched
her life. Not only has she grown to know herself, her strengths and weaknesses,
she has also learned how to work with others and to listen with the heart. She
knows her limits and how she can best contribute.
As an at-large board member, Anne stepped up right away in January to do one
of those detailed and sometimes amazingly confounding technological tasks that
keep Red Lodge in touch with our members — creating our colorful email announcements! As a mother of a young child, Anne kept us in touch with the dedication women pour into making this world a better place for the next generation.

Anne’s artistic spirit also graced our East and South Gatherings when we made
May crowns and masks. Her dedication is remarkable. This year her body hasn’t responded the way she would
like. She’s had migraines and driven to board meetings anyhow! Her strong powerful self shows up in horse
energy, continually striving, running, and playing.

Bonnie Lee Cleverdon

A

s an at-large board member, Bonnie Lee has a gift for taking words to heart
and listening for the deeper meaning that is being expressed. She has
brought her curiosity, intuition and practical wisdom, along with her compassion and people-skills, to serve our growing organization. Bonnie Lee joined
WWRL in December 2008, the same month she graduated from the Leadership
Institute of Seattle. For many years, she has been a participant of Long Dance
and Red Lodge, and she wanted to give back to the women and the organizations which feed her so deeply and changed her life profoundly. She offered her
skills as an action researcher to see if she could help WWRL come to grips with
some questions, mainly, “Who are we?”

Bonnie Lee remembers that during this process “spirit was with us. As I smudged each questionnaire and prepared the box which held them, crows were very upset calling and dive-bombing something in a tree just north
of me. When I looked there was hawk watching over the smudging process. The Messenger and the Magician
were there with me, with us.”
Red Lodge has changed tremendously in the year since Bonnie Lee‘s contribution. We have had two new
boards with new members each year. We have redesigned the structure with a focus on the communities
where Red Lodge members live. Hoops are flourishing. Tensions between Long Dance and Red Lodge have
eased since Otter Woman invited Buffalo Heart to Long Dance 2009. These changes are a result of hard working people like Bonnie Lee who are devoted to what Red Lodge does in the world and who are listening to
spirit within themselves. “Systems change when the people speak and respond to their innermost desires.
When they take up the initiative to follow their dream, their piece in the puzzle helps to complete the whole.”
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Called to serve: three bring skills and energy to the board
by Maraiah Lynn Nadeau

Carrie Favro

C

arrie is new to the board but a regular at Red Lodge events. She first
learned about Woman’s Way Red Lodge when a number of women from
her Enumclaw community formed a women’s hoop. This group has hosted the
Red Lodge East Gathering for the past three years, and Carrie helped put that
together each year.
She has also attended workshops put on by Red Lodge members, making
drums and amulets with Willow. She has warm memories of a Mother’s Day
workshop doing fabric art with Julia BearHeart. Last summer she attended
Long Dance. She says, “I had a great experience and am looking forward to next
year’s Long Dance.”

Asked about her attraction to Red Lodge, Carrie is enthusiastic. She says, “I love the women I have met through
Red Lodge! It has also provided me many great learning opportunities via workshops and ceremonies. Red
Lodge provides me with many woman friends and support that I find hard to come by in today’s society of
disconnected people.”
Carrie has several reasons for her call to serve on the Board. “I am hoping to find my niche in the Red Lodge community, and I believe joining the board is a step in that direction. I so admire the many strong, brilliant women
that participate. I hope their energy will rub off on me. I also hope to share my gifts through Red Lodge.”
Thank you so much, Carrie, for this gift of service!

A

Aubrey Armes

ubrey is a spirited newcomer to both Red Lodge and the Board. She first
learned about Red Lodge at Long Dance last summer, and then participated
in the Giving Thanks sweat lodge at Burton Hill in November. She found the
sweat lodge “tremendously healing” and says that during Long Dance she felt
she had “finally found home.”

The attraction of Red Lodge is therefore a strong one. “ The women of Red
Lodge inspire me,” she says. “They inspire me as examples of how to live the
words that are spoken, as opposed to the many examples I have seen in my life of people speaking words and
not living by them. The women of Red Lodge are teaching me about compassion, gentleness, generosity, the
power of a woman, and the power of women that gather together. They are teaching me about how to be
good to the earth. They are teaching me about love, unconditional love for others and most importantly, for
myself. The ways of Red Lodge also support my own therapy work I am doing each week. I am learning that I
am perfect, whole and complete just as I am, and that I am supported in my path, wherever that may lead me.”
(MORE)
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Joining the Board will be one of Aubrey’s first involvements with Red Lodge. She feels called because “ I want
to immerse myself in this community, to learn and soak in as much as I can.” After that experience of finding
home during Long Dance, she says, “I want to make up for lost time and get myself rooted in the community as
if I was always here. When I look to my future, I see the ways of WWRL as a big piece of who I am.”
We are privileged to share this journey with you, Aubrey!

Susan Landau

S

usan is one of the pioneers of Red Lodge. She was part of the original
Interim Working Board and stepped up to be Treasurer in 2005. She held
that responsibility into 2007. After several years away from Red Lodge board
work, Susan feels that “it’s time to step back into service!”
Susan’s experience with Red Lodge over the years has built a strong sense of
community. She explains, “For me, Red Lodge provides a year-round ongoing
connection with my spiritual community, my Long Dance Sisters, and other
like-minded women.”
“The Hearth Letter keeps me connected to everyone,” she continues, “and
I attend the gatherings and other events when I can. Red Lodge has offered
the teaching sweat lodges where I have learned the joy of offering myself in service. This has created a shift
in my way of thinking and often a deep connection and way of ‘dancing’ with my Sisters. Red Lodge is the
web that weaves us all together.”
Thank you, Susan, for continuing to share your skills and commitment with us.

Imbolc Lodge set for Sunday, January 30, 10 AM
Leslie Chertok, waterpourer
Tere Carranza, firetender
Leslie will offer an eclectic lodge based
on elements stemming from her 18
years of study with native teachers in
the Southwest. This includes the use
of specific herb blends for each round
- a gift which asks for deep meditation
as she prepares for the lodge. We will
honor and harmonize into the transition
from darkness to light. All women are
welcome. Watch for details in January.
Contact sweatlodge@wwrl.org for
information.

Burton Hill Lodge, Vashon Island
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Sending the heartbeat of unity around the world
by Toni McCullough

O

n September 18, women, men and children gathered with drums in hand. Red Lodge circles in Enumclaw and on Vashon Island joined in a worldwide call for drums to send out the heartbeat of unity.
Answering the call of a small Canadian circle, groups around the world synchronized as power circles to
sound the cry for “Global Unity Consciousness” everywhere. On that day, we hoped to set a record for the
largest drum circle ever.
Before the drumming began in Enumclaw, a few words were spoken aloud. We asked the Great One to
globally open everyone’s hearts and eyes to see commonalities rather than our differences. We acknowledged that unity brings peace and peace begins with me and you.
For the first eight minutes, the Universal Heart Beat rhythm was drummed. This beat was being sounded by
drum circles throughout the world at this exact moment. We played in silence and let the vibrations transform the moment.
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Steampunk: Cathie’s recombinations
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

C

ART

athie Stone has always
had a creative knack for
making jewelry based on
things she sees. As a 12-yearold, after noticing twistedwire rings, she found a roll of
wire in her dad’s garage, took
it and a pair of pliers to school
and charged $1 to make
custom rings for her friends.
Unfortunately, it turned out
that her dad wasn’t pleased
about his missing wire.
“Yep, I’m not an instructions person; I rarely read
instructions, which is kind
of a blessing, kind of a curse,” Cathie smiles. “When I see something that is
interesting, different, weird, I go home and try to make it. What’s really cool
is that in the process of figuring things out, often what emerges is totally
unexpected and wonderful!”

Cathie uses multi-media collage techniques to make jewelry and paper
crafts, most recently experimenting with the new genre of steampunk which
combines vintage industrial and modern materials. Collecting materials is
a crucial part of her work; she roams garage and rummage sales, five-anddime stores, and collects old machines and vintage books and magazines.
Following her instincts, her eye for the unusual and her imagination, Cathie
picks up random materials everywhere she goes: small metal and glass
Cathie Stone: steampunk jewelry 21
pieces, washers and screws, clocks and watches, butterfly wings.
Creativity at West Gathering
Experience nude modeling
Sewing hand-held prayers
Book review: women’s dreaming
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“My craft table is like my personality: it’s all over the place,” Cathie grins.
And, for her, the deconstruction process is often as much fun as the reconstruction and recombination. There is a fun sense of incongruity between
the references to the original sources of her materials and how she reuses
(MORE)
21

them. Cathie’s sense of humor and enjoyment of her work is
evident in her weird combinations and unlikely sources.
She doesn’t plan a piece; she sits down, picks up something that
catches her eye and begins adding to it. The results are surprising, unique and often wry, ironic or humorous. “People really
like the energy of my work, the creativity and individuality of the
one-of-a-kind pieces,” she reports.
After years of giving away most of her work, with the encouragement of friends Cathie began taking her art more seriously in 2002.
Now she sells mostly through craft fairs and online at www.chattycathie.etsy.com. While in college at Pacific Lutheran University,
Cathie found www.etsy.com which features handcrafted supplies
and finished work from all over the world. Cathie buys many
materials through etsy to use in her recombination process. The
website allows her to choose to shop locally or buy pieces of jade
from Hong Kong. She can access an international group of artists
and connect with local Tacoma artists and craft opportunities.
“What I really like,” Cathie explains, “is that I support artists by
buying my supplies through etsy. I make my own multimedia
collage centerpieces, and the things I need to put the finished
piece together, I buy from etsy artists who do all handmade
crafts. Things like the silver chains, clasps, also small images –
like people will sell 50 little tiny pictures of birds. I can buy the
whole set of images for $1 and use them as I make jewelry.”
Cathie’s business name, i-candy, is itself a recombination of the
eye-candy reference to a beautiful woman. Cathie uses i-candy
for self-reference. “It’s about looking at yourself and knowing
you are beautiful,” she says. Well, if you are wearing one-of-akind steampunk multimedia collage jewelry by Cathie Stone, you
can surely look at yourself and know inside that you are perfect
and beautiful. It’s that kind of work with that kind of fun, funny,
sweet, serious energy.
Top: Bird Ring - scrap paper made durable with a layer of
resin and a piece of glass
Middle: Pendant - photocopy of old movie theater + another of
a face + another piece of paper behind it; 3 transparent images
pressed between 2 pieces of glass and soldered with German silver
Bottom: Necklace - vintage metal purchased through
www.etsy.com
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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West Gathering honors woman wisdom of the moon
by Cathie Stone

T

his year’s West Gathering was again hosted by Therese Charvet and Tere Carranza on the beautiful land of
Sacred Groves. With over 20 women in attendance, together we created a day-long ceremony, Women of
the Moon, honoring the phases of a woman’s life. We spent the day drumming, singing, and in deep conversation about our journeys through life as women.
Women had the opportunity to sit one-on-one with a crone to share stories and ask questions over a delicious
potluck lunch. After lunch we broke into small groups with others from our same WeMoon phase (maiden,
mother, queen and crone). First each group created an altar with materials we gathered from the land to represented our WeMoon phase. We then made masks to capture the energy of each phase and created a skit or
song to present our masks to the whole group.
The entire group reconvened with a beautiful processional, everyone extravagantly dressed in scarves and gowns,
followed by the mask presentations. This was so much fun to do and to see what everyone came up with! For
example, I was part of the mothers’ group, and we made an earthy mask of mud and moss. We teased that
this was all we had time to do with the busy nature of a mother’s life, whereas the maiden’s mask was bright,
detailed, colorful and energetic.
We mothers created and performed the following song, sung to the tune of Abba’s ‘Mamma Mia,’ with much
laughter and appreciation shared among the whole group. I know that for myself I appreciated the honoring of
each incredibly powerful phase of a woman’s life, and to be witness to the sacred wisdom and teachings of the
crones in our community. It truly was a blessed day.
There was a time in my life that I had not a clue,
And then the birth of a child changed all that I knew.
Now I can see
The Wisdom of the Earth
Is all that I need . . .
And the power is in my soul,
And the power is in my soul!
Just one look and I can clearly see,
Standing strong in my power to be,
Whoa oh oh
Mamma Mia - Maiden, Mother, Crone,
My my! Can you see how I have grown.
Mamma Mia, now I really know,
My my! I am truly not alone.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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I know what a bowl of fruit feels like......
by Kelly Brehan

T

here are many reasons why I take my clothes off,
but only one helps pay the bills. Nude modeling! When I model, my chubby body is Rubenesque,
and light plays with my shoulders. It’s challenging,
thought provoking, healing and fun.
I take my clothes off for a massage, and no one sees
me; to go swimming and no one’s looking; to go
to bed, and my lil’ weiner dog hasn’t a care for my
boobs; for a sweat lodge, and that’s all about sacred
prayer, and lastly, if I remember correctly, for sex, and
at that time I am being looked at for sex.
Nude modeling is very different from any of these, because one, two or several complete strangers are
intently looking at me, even cocking their heads to the side or holding thumbs up and squinting at a particular part. They are looking at lines and light, at shadow and proportion. Sometimes they see the part
of me that I hide. When I modeled, one woman said, “Wow, we really like you. You aren’t perfect.” She
was completely engrossed at her easel, and I felt like I was helping her access something very powerful.
I had four or five different poses, sitting still, or leaning against a chair, but my favorite was grabbing a
mannequin head and making out with it/her. I stood liplocked with her for 20 minutes! One activity the
main teacher did was have the students leave their easels and begin painting on their neighbor’s. This
was initially met with much resistance, especially by one woman, who refused to leave her easel. The
other students obeyed and actually began to enjoy it, and at each point of letting the painting go and
moving on to another easel there was a time of poignant loss in the air, and then immediately doused by
eager anticipation when greeting the new easel.
We had a “tea” break, which was actually red wine, and I got to put on a large men’s shirt, very sexy,
and walk around and admire the artwork that I had just posed for. It was amazing. One kinda looked like
“me,” but the others were very unique...an old woman wearing a shawl, a young Asian teen boy, a man in
his 40’s wearing a brown suit. The backgrounds were all essentially the same. It was all very interesting.
At the end of the class the students thanked me and said they were grateful to have a live model, rather
than some fruit arranged in a bowl.
Are you interested in trying it out? I have a long list of places looking for models, including college art
classes, community center drawing classes, and smaller art studios. The pay is usually $20 per hour and
2-3 hours per sitting. Contact me to talk about it, kellybrehan@hotmail.com.
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Women connect with spirit through hand-held prayers

I

n November, women gathered in Tacoma for a workshop coordinated by Anne Lohr and Kelly Brehan to
make hand-held prayers. Anne writes: I really enjoyed seeing everyone embrace something that brings
me much comfort and joy. Working with Kelly was great, she is so creative. The sharing of stories about
why or for whom the
different women created
their Spirit-Prayer Piece
was inspiring. What
enthusiasm everyone
had! I hope everyone
is creating and sharing
more pieces, and I would
love to hear more stories
and receive photos of
new Spirit-Prayer Pieces
anyone has sewn.
Anne and Kelly plan to
offer the workshop again
in 2011, perhaps several
times. Stay tuned.

The wisdom of women’s dreams: a book review
by Kristina Turner

Women, Wisdom and Dreams: The Light of the Feminine Soul
written by Anne Scott

F

rom my first read, Anne Scott’s Women, Wisdom and Dreams moved me so deeply that I ordered 15
copies to share with friends. (I’ve never done that before). Now, I return to this beautiful, slender
book with curiosity and wonder, savoring chapters at random. Like
remembering a potent dream, I find myself, here in the vibration of
Anne’s book, recognizing my own woman’s journey in its many subtle
layers of meaning.
Anne understands, as she says, “a woman’s way of working with life.” The
spaces between her words seem to breathe. I pause often, re-reading
pages, absorbing their resonance. I know I will come here again.
At the wellspring of wisdom that flows from the deep ground of
women’s dreams, Anne Scott offers us a ladle, saying: “Drink, this is
for you.” I am so grateful.
To order Anne’s book for $14.95 plus $3 shipping from the DreamWeather Foundation, a nonprofit organization she founded, click here.
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Reflecting on our Red Lodge journey
In this section of the Winter Hearth Letter, the Red Lodge board offers a look
at the past year as a way to present our Annual Report to the members.
by Mariah Winddancer, 2010 Interim Board Chair

O

HEAR

verall, the 2010 journey of Red Lodge was done with ease, as we
spent most of the year “under the blanket” - a year to rest and
renew after the five years of focused energy required to seed, create and
ground our new nonprofit. We dissolved the different councils, keeping
the necessary Chair, Treasurer, and Secretary positions, and all other
board members served at large.

Reflecting on Red Lodge 2010
New website coming		
Hoops connect in communities
New Hoop Handbook created
Red Lodge programs sprout
2010 WWRL membership report
2010 WWRL financial report

Since we were under the blanket and meeting less frequently, “Red Lodge
Central” was created to make small scale administrative decisions without
involving the entire board. Our meetings went smoothly; we often got
done before we thought we would. Many of our programs went forward
seamlessly with good momentum, and several opportunities and offerings
were created with new energy and inspiration. It was all a bit magical.
Meeting the challenges of our evolving form, we revised bylaws, decisionmaking policy, and our leadership document. You can find the updated
versions on our website: www.wwrl.org
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Red Lodge is coming to your home with a total make-over		
by Christiann Howard

O

ver a hundred woman-hours have gone into the new WWRL web site redesign. Our goal is to create a
website that will facilitate the connections between WWRL members and their services and outreach to
the greater community of our world. Towards that end, new pages explaining and highlighting our ceremonies,
groups and services have been created. At least a dozen women have submitted content for the pages.
By using a content management system, we are able to make the new website accessible to members with a
password, so they can easily create pages and make changes to existing pages without having to hire a programmer. By March 2011, the site will be launched in its initial stages.

New to the site will be:
•
•
•
•

A calendar module that allows for easy posting by WWRL members of Red Lodge sponsored events to a
calendar month display, with pop-ups upon click of each event’s basic information
A new search-friendly home page design that gives visitors a taste of all that’s available in Red Lodge
and directs them via links to exciting ways to connect
About Us and Leadership in Red Lodge pages that speak to the essence of our evolving organization
Individual pages specifically for Special Upcoming Events, Medicine Wheel Ceremonies, Sweat Lodges,
Drum Circles, Hoops, Workshops, Other Ceremonies offered by our members (such as Maiden Ceremony and Crone Ceremony), the new Seed Grant program, Service Projects sponsored by WWRL and
business member listings

Continuing on the site will be:
•
•

•

Hearth Letters (new and archived, including
Enews archives)
All of the pages that describe WWRL: “Why
Red?”, Principles We Share, Vision, Mission, Purpose, WWRL Board description, the Leadership
document, the Decision-making document, the
bylaws, “Becoming Side-bys”, and our Contact
Us page
The pages and submission forms regarding
membership and donation: Become a member,
Renew membership, Donate and Update member profile pages and forms

By the end of the year, 30 to 35 web pages will be ready
to open the site. We are negotiating with a programmer to program the functionality and get us started in
our content management system.
(MORE)
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What have we done this year? We have:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Written documents describing our visions and intentions for what the website will do for WWRL
members and the non-members who visit the
site;
Created the website navigation through a navigation chart and homepage draft. These documents help us to control how our visitors will
easily find what is most important to them and
to us;
Researched 50 Content Management Systems
(CMS) to determine the best to use to create
and manage our website. (It was necessary
to do this first, since the choice of a content
management system influences the choice of
our website programmer);
Created Word documents and now an extensive
Excel document of the functionality for each page,
where to get content for the page and who will
draft the page. This will also be a design tool for
our programmer and can be used for future pages
that are planned, but not yet ready;
Created a document prioritizing our requirements for the programmer we choose; and
Gathered a list of 5 programmers or programming companies to talk with who have the
potential to satisfy our requirements.

We are in the middle of:
•

•

•

Creating Word documents (usually multiple
page documents) for each website page to communicate to our programmer the exact content,
photos, graphics and functionality (buttons, links,
fillable forms, checkboxes and so forth) that each
page will have. These documents should be completed before the end of the year, at least to the
stage that they can be used for the design.
Getting a “final look” designed by our graphic
artist (Drai) to be considered by the programmer.
Drai will submit templates for our homepage and
one auxiliary page ; and
Contacting potential programmers.
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Hoops seed connection, creativity and ceremony
by Willow McKean

T

he Weaving of the Hoop programs created
by Red Lodge members in the Northwest and
the Southwest are evolving into powerful groups
of intergenerational women working with likeminds to be all they can be.
The group meeting on the Enumclaw Plateau
has been gathering for three years with only a
few changes in membership. As a whole, they
are developing skills in setting intention, group
dynamics and leadership, as well as bringing
ceremony into their lives on a regular basis. They
have circled around outdoor fires, tied intention
feathers to trees and fed each other chocolate.
In September, while in circle, each woman moved
to her left and looking her sister in the eyes
shared with her the first word that came to mind.
These words were written down. Each woman
left with her list and used them to write something about herself to share the following month.
The writings were powerful to hear and brought
tears and laughter and a deeper understanding of
how we are all connected.
The Flagstaff group in Arizona is finishing their first
9-month session. The women who gather have
learned much about themselves and each other.
With mindful leadership and clear vision of what
they wanted, they have met once a month since
March 2010, creating ceremony with each other,
enjoying overnight camping together and are now
deciding whether to re-form in the Spring.
Both these hoops are bringing strength and wisdom to the larger communities they live in. The
need is out there. It takes only one woman to
hear and answer the call. Is it you?
Contact weavinghoops@wwrl.org.
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Weaving the Hoop Handbook updated and revised
by Kristina Turner

W

eaving the Hoop, a service project
of WWRL, is coming soon to at
least two new communities in 2011 — as
women’s hoops are in the planning stages
in Salt Lake City, Utah, and St. Johnsbury,
Vermont. And a beautiful new version of
our Weaving the Hoop Handbook is in its
final stages of preparation!
Inspired by the success of hoops offered
since 2007 in Vashon, Enumclaw and
Covington, WA and by the enthusiastic
2010 Flagstaff, AZ hoop, the handbook
authors, Kristina Turner and Mary G.L.
Shackelford, have worked throughout
this year to update all hoop materials
and compile them into an easy-to-read,
easy-to-send e-book in pdf format.
We are delighted that a beautiful,
revised, user-friendly e-book version
of the Weaving the Hoop Handbook:
A Woman’s Way Red Lodge Guide to Starting a Women’s Spiritual Hoop will soon be available to any Red
Lodge member interested in starting a women’s hoop in their community. Our intention is to have it ready
to send by the 1st week of January, 2011. If you are interested in starting a hoop in your community, please
contact weavinghoops@wwrl.org. We are planning a January 10 conference call for 2011 hoop facilitators.
Chapter by chapter, the handbook guides facilitators through the process of dreaming their hoop and
gathering an intergenerational circle of women who meet monthly for 9 months to explore woman’s way
mentoring, ceremony, singing, drumming and heartfelt connection. Included are guided meditations, song
sheets, poetry, readings, sample meeting flow guidelines and much more!
The handbook is conceived in the spirit of a GiveAway to our members. Each year, it will be available to
members who want to facilitate a hoop – along with a standing invitation to step into relationship with
women who have already led Red Lodge hoops. The handbook is one tool offered to bring us together and
spark our own creative energies.
In the spirit of generosity and appreciation for all the creative woman’s wisdom that continues to pour through
this project, we hope to keep this energy moving out into the world. Rather than sell the handbook, we ask
that members who wish to give back an exchange for this e-book make a donation to empower international
women through nonprofit organizations such as Women-to-Women International or KIVA.
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New Red Lodge programs sprout; old ones strengthen roots
by Debbie Fank

W

oman’s Way Red Lodge began the year 2010 as a more decentralized organization. The following list
shows the on-going health and momentum of many Red Lodge activities as well as new seeds that
sprouted from the ground up as programs Red Lodge led and/or supported.
Major revision to Weaving the Hoop Handbook has been on-going throughout the
year; intention is to complete by 2011
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle: second
Fridays, Olympia
Vashon Drum Circle: Listening for the Heartbeat, second Fridays, Vashon Island
Flagstaff Bone Ceremonies began in January as a lead-in for the Flagstaff Hoop which
formed in March
Friendraiser: Showing of the film, The Next 7
Generations, Vashon Island, February

The Mothers’ Altar created at the West Medicine
Wheel Gathering, Sacred Groves, October 2010

Sweat Lodges: Woman’s Way lodges to celebrate Imbolc in February and Giving Thanks
in November; and mixed lodges every
Wednesday night. Vashon Island
Plateau Area Hoop: third Mondays, Enumclaw/Buckley, March-November
Buffalo Heart joined Otter Woman and other
drums for Blessing of the Salish Sea, April 24
Coordinated and offered Croning Ceremony,
Vashon Island, April
East Medicine Wheel Gathering: WWRL
Board Meeting and Festival of the East,
Enumclaw, May 1-2
(MORE)
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Buffalo Heart joined in a worldwide drumming for Gulf Oil Unity and Healing in the
Gulf, Vashon Island, June 4
South Medicine Wheel Gathering: celebrating Summer Solstice with 24-hour drumming for PEACE and EARTH HEALING to align
with the beautiful diversity of all traditions.
Vashon Island, June 20-21
Offered support for Maiden Ceremonies at
Sacred Groves in the summer
Brigid Dolls created at the May Day Festival, East
Medicine Wheel Gathering, Enumclaw, May 2010

Buffalo Heart joined with Enumclaw drums
and other drum circles worldwide to drum
for Worldwide Unity and Earth Healing on
September 18
West Medicine Wheel Gathering: Women
of the Moon Ceremony, Sacred Groves on
Bainbridge Island, October 2
Donated to Turtle Women Rising to support
4-day peace vigil for peace and to honor vets
at the Washington Monument in DC, October 8-11

Making the Red Tent, Flagstaff Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ,
September 2010

Supported Buffalo Heart’s journey to Washington DC to participate in Turtle Women
Rising’s Drum for Peace. Fifteen people
(men and women) associated with Red
Lodge also traveled on their own to participate. October 8-11
Olympia Women’s Drum Circle and Vashon
Drum Circle held drum vigils in alliance with
the DC peace vigil and to support Buffalo
Heart and the other people from Red Lodge
who journeyed to participate

Rebuilding the sweat lodge, Vashon Island
May 2010
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

By request of a woman leaving home to attend her dying parents, created ceremony,
The Blessing Way, to honor fall and these
dying times, Vashon Island, November
(MORE)
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Sewing Hand-held Prayers, Tacoma,
November 6
North Medicine Wheel Gathering:
Board Meeting and Annual Meeting,
Port Townsend, December 3-4
Continuation of donations to KIVA
– an organization supporting 3rd
world women in starting up their
own businesses
Donated to CEPACET: an organization
in Kenya dedicated to empowering
women and improving the lives of
families

Sharing Buffalo Heart’s medicine at the 4-day peace vigil in
Washington, D.C., October 2010

Financial support to Mary Shackelford
to attend Leadership Series at Whidbey
Institute.

Some of the women of the Enumclaw Hoop with prayer flags they created of paper and feathers to
incorporate their intentions, September 2010
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Members are the lifeblood of Red Lodge, and
we appreciate the support of our subscribers.
Our 62 members include 36 Lodge
Sisters, 22 Support Circle, 2 Circle
of Alliance and 2 Honorary. In
2010, 17 new members joined, and
15 people dropped.
We now have 192 subscribers, of
which 53 are former members. In
2010, 30 new subscribers signed
on, and 4 dropped.

Your support matters. Click here to join Red Lodge now!!!

2010 Financial Report
Total Income		
Total Expense		
Net loss		

$4248
$5930
– $1682

Compared to last year, membership,
donations, and program income are
down - expected in a year of rest and
renewal. However, expenses were
also cut. The board budgeted a loss of
$2281 in 2010 so the actual loss is considerably less than expected.
With reserves of $8200, the Red Lodge
board has begun looking forward to
both minimizing further expenses and
generating additional income in 2011.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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A Most Important Journey
by Suzanne Lichau
(continued from page 1)

to carry our lessons and practices down the
road to our hearts, where we can access
our wisdom. This enables us to become
connected on the web of life, and this connection informs our choices in a way that
can only be sustainable.
There is a Lojong (mind training in Tibetan
Buddhism) saying: “All activities should be
done with one intention.” Further explanation reveals, “Whatever you are doing,
take the attitude of wanting it directly or
indirectly to benefit others. Take the attitude of wanting it to increase your experience of kinship with your fellow beings.”
From my perspective, this kind of attention to intention makes it almost impossible to make decisions that would not be
sustainable in any area.
For me, it is a clear glimpse of how earth, spirit, animal, human, seen, unseen are all connected in this web
or circle of life. It doesn’t matter if you start with yourself or start with others to develop kindness and compassion or increase conscious awareness – one will lead to the other, which will lead back to the one.
May we realize that all experiences passing through our life, animate and inanimate, are potential
teachers – regardless of appearance or impact. May we remember that the weather always changes, and may we hold this remembrance with an open hand and heart.
“Find your place of holiness, seek your self within,” as Grandma Billie Sockwomyn wrote in her
Winter Solstice song.
As the light begins to return, may it illuminate within you a full, tender and unarmored heart.
Movie Pick: Why We Fight – a thought-provoking documentary about the
history of the military, industrial, congressional complex and war in our culture. It is informative and inspiring.
Novel Recommendation: Circles of Stone by Joan Dahr Lambert – from the jacket:
“…(this) extraordinary novel of prehistoric life ..(is a) compelling adventure of three
wise women born thousands of years apart …. ( which unfolds in) a compassionate
and moving saga that celebrates the remarkable growth of the human spirit.
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